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CHARLIE DALTON 

 

Company name:  Smart Offices Ltd (Smart Garden Offices ) 

Job title:  Managing Director 

Sector: Manufacturing 

E-mail: cdalton@smartgardenoffices.co.uk 

Telephone: 01473 833997 

Location: Thurston, Bury St Edmunds 

 

What is your role and what do you enjoy most? 

I create over 300 micro buildings every year in my factory near Bury St Edmunds. I love leading a 

team of 40 of the most awe-inspiring and skilled individuals; and together we design and 

manufacture some simply brilliant products. 

What does your company do and why is it successful? 

We create the UK's leading range of garden office buildings and are currently developing the first 

mainstream range of modular micro homes for national and international markets. 

Smart Garden Offices is recognised as the leading brand in our sector nationwide. We're highly 

focussed on client requirements and consequently we have invested heavily in premises and our 

cutting-edge manufacturing plant. We retain our 100% customer satisfaction by being fanatical about 

our products.  

We're a proud and dedicated UK manufacturer.   

What’s good about doing business in Suffolk? 

In Suffolk there's a wealth of small, mid-sized and nationally recognised companies that belong to a 

thriving local business community; so we have a great source of products and services from many 

local suppliers. 

But most of all, I love living and working in the UK's safest and sunniest county.  Suffolk has great 

geographical advantages and a quality of life that adapts around ones needs.  

Suffolk is populated by dedicated, professional and well trained people and offers a business-friendly 

environment.  
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Do you see potential for growth in your sector?  

Our business has grown at 50% pa for the last six years. I foresee that continuing for many years to 

come. Being located in Suffolk allows us the space, the infrastructure, the geographical advantages, 

the skilled workforce and the support system to complete on a national, and international, scale.  

What would you advise a business thinking of setting up in Suffolk? 

Get used to Suffolk people. We're a straightforward and hardworking breed but we can, at times, 

appear taciturn. 

You'll find Suffolk to be full of sky, character, warmth, and genuine opportunities. Come with an open 

mind and you'll find Suffolk to be the perfect location for you, your family and your business. 

 


